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Patient-Reported Outcomes

Natural Language Processing for Automated Classiﬁcation of Qualitative
Data From Interviews of Patients With Cancer
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A B S T R A C T
Objectives: This study sought to explore the use of novel natural language processing (NLP) methods for classifying unstructured, qualitative textual data from interviews of patients with cancer to identify patient-reported symptoms and
impacts on quality of life.
Methods: We tested the ability of 4 NLP models to accurately classify text from interview transcripts as “symptom,” “quality of
life impact,” and “other.” Interview data sets from patients with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) (n = 25), biliary tract cancer
(BTC) (n = 23), and gastric cancer (n = 24) were used. Models were cross-validated with transcript subsets designated for
training, validation, and testing. Multiclass classiﬁcation performance of the 4 models was evaluated at paragraph and
sentence level using the HCC testing data set and analyzed by the one-versus-rest technique quantiﬁed by the receiver
operating characteristic area under the curve (ROC AUC) score.
Results: NLP models accurately classiﬁed multiclass text from patient interviews. The Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers model generally outperformed all other models at paragraph and sentence level. The highest predictive
performance of the Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers model was observed using the HCC data set to
train and BTC data set to test (mean ROC AUC, 0.940 [SD 0.028]), with similarly high predictive performance using balanced
and imbalanced training data sets from BTC and gastric cancer populations.
Conclusions: NLP models were accurate in predicting multiclass classiﬁcation of text from interviews of patients with cancer,
with most surpassing 0.9 ROC AUC at paragraph level. NLP may be a useful tool for scaling up processing of patient interviews
in clinical studies and, thus, could serve to facilitate patient input into drug development and improving patient care.
Keywords: Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers, natural language processing, patient interviews,
patient-reported outcomes.
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Introduction
The US Food and Drug Administration and European Medicines
Agency have encouraged the collection and use of patient experience data to inform clinical practice, medical product development, and regulatory decision making, with the overarching aim
of improving patient care.1,2 In oncology, the value of collecting
patient experience data is becoming increasingly recognized given
that it may beneﬁt patients’ physical health and wellbeing,
treatment decision making, delivery of care, clinical research, and
policy making.3,4 Cancer continues to be one of the leading causes
of death worldwide.5 A cancer diagnosis can have a negative
impact on an individual’s mental health, psychosociological
wellbeing, and quality of life (QoL),6-8 and patients may face a
poor prognosis and short survival9; thus, incorporating patient
experience data into cancer research and practice is important for
improving patient care. In turn, there has been a drive by various
stakeholders to identify and promote best practice in collecting

patient-reported outcomes (PROs) in cancer clinical trials and
implementing PROs in cancer care.10-13
In clinical trials of patients with cancer, PROs and QoL measures have been shown to be important prognostic tools through
associations with tumor response and survival.14-16 Symptom selfreporting during trials has demonstrated a variety of clinical
beneﬁts such as improved patient outcomes, including survival
and QoL measures, and better use of healthcare resources.17,18
Clinical trials have also found that regularly collecting QoL data
in routine clinical practice improves patients’ QoL and emotional
wellbeing, as well as providers’ awareness of patients’ health.19,20
These ﬁndings demonstrate how involving patients in research
and measuring PROs and QoL may improve patient care.
In addition to quantitative methods, qualitative research
methods, such as interviews and focus groups, are commonly used
in cancer clinical trials to capture patients’ feelings, beliefs, and
attitudes toward their treatment and disease. This is important,
given that research shows patients’ priorities may differ from
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physicians’ priorities when making cancer treatment decisions.21
Interview-based studies have provided important insights into
the patient journey in cancer, from identifying barriers and facilitators to patient screening, to patient preferences in posttreatment follow-up.22-24 Interviews help gain understanding of
patients’ perspectives, such as identifying methods to help raise
prognostic awareness and the communication needs of patients,25,26 as well as patients’ experiences, for example, with
lifestyle interventions,27 palliative care,28 and pain management,29 which may help inform providers and policy makers.
Despite the valuable information that qualitative interviews
can capture, processing interviews represents a major barrier to
their widespread use in clinical research. Processing of
interviews is generally performed manually, representing a timeconsuming, labor-intensive, and expensive method.30 An automated approach to interview processing could increase
efﬁciency and decrease interobserver bias, improving the overall
time, cost, and quality of interview processing.31 Natural language processing (NLP) is an artiﬁcial intelligence methodology
allowing the automatic processing of unstructured and free-form
text that has been gaining popularity and growing in sophistication.32 NLP has been used in a variety of medically related
applications, including summarizing and extracting information
from published biomedical texts33; evaluating speech features in
interviews and other free texts to predict risk or onset of disease,
such as psychosis and Alzheimer’s disease34,35; and automating
the clinical trial screening process to identify eligible participants.36,37 In oncology, NLP has also been used to process event
and temporal information in electronic medical records to
establish clinical timelines, potentially aiding healthcare practitioners in patient diagnosis and care.38 It has been used to
extract and organize clinical information from free-text pathology reports to identify diagnoses, patient characteristics, and
meaningful outcomes of interest and establish a pathologic
diagnosis.39,40 In conjunction with machine learning, NLP has
also shown the ability to predict postoperative complications
and hospital readmissions among women with ovarian cancer.41
These examples highlight the potential for NLP to extract information that is of interest to providers to improve patient care.
Symptoms and their impacts on QoL are important information for healthcare providers, and the ability to identify them can
help shape patient care and the drug development process. For
example, in oncology, identifying symptoms and their impacts
may improve the management of adverse events, help tailor
information given to patients, and provide greater clarity on the
beneﬁt-risk ratio of treatments.42 Previous interview-based
studies in oncology using manual processing identiﬁed symptoms of importance to guide the development of standardized
PROs that adequately assess outcomes.43-48 Both within and
outside of the ﬁeld of oncology, studies have investigated the use
of NLP to detect and analyze symptom information from freetext formats in electronic health records for capturing symptoms, classifying or characterizing disease, and studying adverse
events and clinical outcomes.49-52 Nevertheless, knowledge of
NLP application to improve cancer-related symptoms and their
impact on QoL from qualitative patient interview data is limited.
No such application exists within hepatocellular carcinoma
(HCC), biliary tract cancer (BTC), or gastric cancer (GC)/gastroesophageal junction cancer PRO research. The ability to extract
QoL information from patients’ interviews is critical to understand and address the limitations of current treatments, particularly in the oncology ﬁeld where QoL is often impacted by
treatment.53 Additionally, such methods have the potential to
expand the use of qualitative patient interview research in cancer clinical trials to evaluate patient-reported insights not
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captured by traditional surveys. Although potentially applicable
to any disease, this may be of particular value in oncology, where
interview-based studies are used for understanding patients’
perceptions of their symptoms and impact on QoL and for collecting patient experience data to support patient-centered
research and care. This proof-of-concept study sought to
explore the use of novel NLP methods as a tool for classifying
unstructured, qualitative textual data collected from interviews
of patients with cancer to identify patient-reported symptoms
and impacts on QoL. The aim was to test the predictive performance of different NLP models in the classiﬁcation of elements of
free text, namely “symptoms,” “QoL impacts,” and “other,” from
interview transcripts and to evaluate their suitability as a potential tool for identifying the impacts of symptoms on QoL in
the oncology setting. In addition, this study aimed to understand
how well learning from one model can be transferred to another
cancer type without affecting accuracy.

Methods
Data Sets
The study comprised 3 interview data sets of transcripts from
patients with liver cancer (HCC, n = 25), BTC (n = 23), and GC (n =
24). Manual processing of HCC and BTC interview data sets has
previously been reported.48,54 Participant demographics and
clinical characteristics for each data set are listed in the Appendix
in the Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
jval.2022.06.004. Semistructured interviews, roughly 1 hour and
15 minutes in length, were conducted by trained interviewers and
covered a variety of topics, such as the patients’ demographic
background, disease background, signs, symptoms, and impacts
on their daily life.
Each interview data set contained 3 ﬁles: conversation pattern,
quotation manager, and codebook. The conversation pattern was
made up of the “question” from trained interviewers and “answer”
from patients, obtained from the raw interview transcripts. The
quotation manager contained human-assigned classiﬁcations
from 2 independent coders, the number required to establish
intercoder reliability,55 who were external PhD scientists trained
in qualitative research methods and related data analysis
from IQVIATM. The coders mapped quotations to “detailed
classiﬁcations” (ie, detailed descriptions such as “abdominal
distress,” “back pain,” and “cough”), with assigned classiﬁcations
serving as the ground truth for training, validating, and evaluating
the NLP models. The codebook contained “detailed classiﬁcations”
mapped to a “general grouped classiﬁcation” (ie, “symptom,” “QoL
impact,” and “other”), which was used when training the
symptom-speciﬁc and QoL impact-speciﬁc classiﬁcations. The
“other” classiﬁcation represents text not classiﬁed as “symptom”
or “QoL impact,” thereby containing text that does not provide
information on symptoms or impacts on QoL and highlighting
information that may not be of interest.

NLP Models
We explored 4 different NLP models for automating the processing of patient interviews: (1) a traditional word-encoding
approach,
term
frequency-inverse
document frequency
(TF-IDF)56; (2) an advanced global vectorization word-embedding
approach, Global Vectors for Word Representation (GloVe)57;
(3) a sequential data processing deep learning approach, recurrent
neural networks (RNN)58; and (4) a cutting-edge bidirectional
encoder language representation model, Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers (BERT).59,60 These 4 models
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were selected as they take into consideration an increasing
amount of contextual information, in turn representing increasing
levels of sophistication and complexity, in the order they are
listed.

Term frequency-inverse document frequency
TF-IDF is a context-free model, given that it does not consider
the contextual information in a collection of documents or
“corpus,” representing the simplest model tested. It is a traditional word-encoding approach that serves as a baseline performance model.56 TF-IDF acts as a model for determining the
importance of words, by reducing the importance of words that
occur more frequently and increasing the importance of words
that appear less frequently. The model counts how many times a
word appears in a single document, for example in an interview,
normalized by the count of the most common word, known as
the term frequency.61 Subsequently, the model counts how many
times a word appears in a corpus, for example, a data set of interviews, known as the document frequency.61 The inverse of
document frequency, inverse document frequency, when multiplied by term frequency in turn measures the importance of a
word in a corpus.61 For TF-IDF, data preprocessing involved the
following steps: (1) each data set was standardized by lowercasing and punctuation stripping; (2) each data set was split into
substrings (ie, words); (3) words or “tokens” were assigned a
unique integer value to obtain index tokens; and (4) vector
features were created by transforming each data set using the
index into a dense ﬂoat vector of embedding representation.
Finally, we applied word cleaning steps, namely stop word
removal and stemming, to reduce the dimensionality of the
vocabulary.

Global Vectors for Word Representation
GloVe is an NLP model that considers the contextual information of a data set by obtaining how frequently a word appears
in the context of another word; it represents a count-based model
that takes into consideration the linear relationship between
words and thereby their semantic relationship. GloVe is used for
unsupervised learning of word representation that obtains vector
(numerical) representations for words; this allows it to capture
both global (ie, word-word cooccurrence counts) and local (ie,
word similarity) statistics of a corpus.57 For GloVe, data preprocessing steps were as follows: (1) pretrained GloVe embeddings were downloaded (http://nlp.stanford.edu/data/glove.6B.
zip), which contain text-encoded vectors of different sizes (50-,
100-, 200-, and 300-dimensional vectors); (2) dictionary mapping
words (ie, strings) to the vector representations were generated;
(3) an embedding matrix was prepared, where the entry at index i
is the pretrained vector for the word of index i in our vectorizer’s
vocabulary; and (4) the pretrained GloVe word embeddings matrix was loaded into the model’s embedding layer and the GloVe
embedding weights were ﬁxed during model training. We built a
neural network with one embedding layer that weighs every word
in the sequence with the corresponding vector.

Recurrent neural networks
RNN models are sequential models that are powerful for processing sequence data, such as time series or natural languages.58
An RNN sequential model iterates over the timesteps of a
sequence and “memorizes” the information about the timesteps it
has seen so far, thereby taking into consideration contextual information and processing information unidirectionally.58 In this
study, the RNN sequential model used an embedding layer as an
encoder to encode patient interview sentences. This embedding
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layer (input vocabulary of size 1000 and output embedding
dimension of size 64) stores one vector per word by converting
the sequences of word indices to sequences of vectors. We then
applied an RNN layer to process sequence input by iterating
through the elements. In this study, we tested 2 types of RNN
layers: long-short term memory62 and gated recurrent unit.63 In
this study, we tested an RNN sequential model with 1 or 2 RNN
layers.

Bidirectional Encoder Representations from
Transformers
BERT represents the most sophisticated NLP model used in
this study, given that it can capture the context of a word given
its position within a sentence by considering bidirectional
contextual information. In addition, BERT models are pretrained
on large unlabeled data sets and then ﬁne-tuned for a speciﬁc
downstream task; for example, in this study, this model was ﬁnetuned using the patient interview data sets. This transfer
learning process brings robustness to the models. State-of-theart BERT models learn dynamic word embedding using a selfattention mechanism, which is a mechanism that relates
different positions of a sequence to compute its representation.59,60 The BERT family of models uses the Transformer
encoder architecture to process each token of input text in the
full context of all tokens before and after, thereby considering the
whole contextual information. For BERT models, text inputs were
transformed to numeric token IDs and arranged in several vectors before being input to BERT. TensorFlow Hub (https://www.
tensorﬂow.org/hub) provides preprocessing models for BERT
models. We applied the built-in preprocessing layers from
BERT to preprocess text. We ﬁne-tuned pretrained small version
BERT models downloaded from TFHub (https://tfhub.dev/google/
collections/bert/1), using transfer learning on the patient interview data set. Five BERT models were evaluated, each with a
different number of Transformer blocks (4, 6, 8, 10, or 12).

Analyses
Cross-validation was used to evaluate the performance of the
NLP models by dividing the data sets into training, validation, and
test data sets. The training data set was used to train the models,
the validation data set was used to ﬁne-tune the hyperparameters
of the models, and the test data set was used to evaluate the
performance of the models. The multiclass classiﬁcation performance of the 4 models in predicting text classiﬁcation (“symptom,” “QoL impact,” and “other”) was evaluated at paragraph and
sentence level across all patient interviews within a type of cancer
and analyzed using the mean receiver operating characteristic
area under the curve (ROC AUC) score. Due to an imbalance in
classiﬁcations (“symptom” and “QoL impact” accounted for 70%80% of classiﬁcations), a bootstrap approach was applied to
randomly sample an equal number of “symptom,” “QoL impact,”
and “other” classiﬁcations to form a balanced data set for training
the NLP models. No resampling methods were applied to test data
sets.
The BERT model was further analyzed using the LIME visualization tool64 and confusion matrix. The confusion matrix compares the classiﬁcation performance of a model on a set of test
data with human-assigned classiﬁcations, referred to as the
ground truth, to determine the predictive ability of a model in
accurately classifying text.
The translatability of a model’s multiclass classiﬁcation performance from one type of cancer to a different type of cancer was
evaluated on the BERT model. For cross-cancer–type evaluation
analysis, the HCC or BTC training data set was used to train the
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Figure 1. Multiclass classiﬁcation performance of NLP models, trained and evaluated using the HCC data set, in predicting text
classiﬁcation (“symptom,” “QoL impact,” and “other”) at the paragraph and sentence level. Error bars represent SD.
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BERT indicates Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers; d, dimension; GloVe, Global Vectors for Word Representation; GRU, gated recurrent unit;
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life; ROC AUC, receiver operating characteristic area under the curve; TF-IDF, term frequency-inverse document frequency.

model, and HCC, BTC, or GC test data sets were used to evaluate
the performance of the BERT model in predicting text classiﬁcation (“symptom,” “QoL impact,” and “other”). Multiclass classiﬁcation performance was analyzed using the confusion matrix and
one-versus-rest technique using the ROC AUC score.

Results
For identifying “symptom,” “QoL impact,” and “other” content
in patient interviews, all NLP models performed better at paragraph versus sentence level in multiclass classiﬁcation using the
HCC data set (Fig. 1). Similar performance was achieved using the
BTC and GC data sets (data not shown). The BERT models generally
outperformed all other NLP models at both paragraph and sentence levels. This was followed by GloVe and RNN models, and TFIDF was the lowest performing model. Among the various BERT
models, improved predictive performance was seen when
increasing the Transformer blocks from 4 to 6 and 8, with no
observable improvement with larger Transformer blocks. With the
GloVe models, the larger the vector size the higher the predictive
performance. For the RNN models, long-short term memory outperformed gated recurrent unit networks at both the 1- and 2layer level.
Using the HCC data sets, the BERT model achieved a mean ROC
AUC of 0.94 in predicting the classiﬁcation of “symptom,” “QoL
impact,” and “other” words from 25 patient interviews (Fig. 2).
Further analyses show examples of the prediction probabilities the
BERT model predicted for each classiﬁcation (“symptom,” “QoL
impact,” and “other”) and the weighting of words that contributed
to this prediction. In Appendix Figure 1A in the Supplemental
Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.06.004,
“nausea” and “radiation” had the highest weighting in positively
and negatively contributing toward the symptom prediction
probability, respectively. In Appendix Figure 1B in the Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.06.
004, “activities” had the highest weighting in positively contributing toward QoL impact prediction probability.
Figures 2 to 4 show results from the cross-cancer–type evaluation analysis to examine the translatability of a model’s

performance from one type of cancer to another. Initially, each
BERT model was trained and evaluated using the HCC data set
(Fig. 2) and then evaluated using the BTC data set (Fig. 3) and GC
data set (Fig. 4). The BERT model was also trained used the BTC
data set and evaluated using the HCC data set (Appendix Fig. 2 in
the Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
jval.2022.06.004).
For identifying “symptom,” “QoL impact,” and “other” words in
patient interviews, the BERT model showed similar predictive
performance in multiclass classiﬁcation between balanced and
imbalanced data sets, regardless of the data set used to train (HCC
or BTC) and test (HCC, BTC, or GC) the model (Figs. 3 and 4,
Appendix Fig. 2 in the Supplemental Materials found at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2022.06.004). The highest predictive performance was seen when using the HCC data set to train and the HCC
or BTC data set to test the BERT model (Fig. 3).

Discussion
Qualitative patient interviews of individuals affected by a
particular disease or condition are an important method for understanding the impact of disease and treatment on QoL, particularly in disease areas such as cancer, which represent a
substantial clinical and humanistic burden to patients.6,65 Of the 4
NLP models we examined, the BERT model generally outperformed all other models in accurately predicting the multiclass
classiﬁcation of text, showing a similar predictive performance in
classifying text regardless of which data set was used to train or
test the model. These ﬁndings demonstrate the ability of the BERT
model to accurately classify text from interviews conducted in
different patient populations with various types of cancer
collected from separate studies, highlighting the potential for NLP
to be used as a tool for automating the processing of interviews of
patients with cancer.
In this study, the predictive performance of 4 different types of
NLP models was tested. Unlike TF-IDF and GloVe, which do not
consider the order of words from inputs, the RNN and BERT
models consider the unidirectional and bidirectional contextual
information from inputs, respectively. BERT models take into
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Figure 2. Cross-validation of the BERT model for multiclass classiﬁcation using the HCC data set.

BERT indicates Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers; HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; QoL, quality of life; ROC AUC, receiver operating characteristic
area under the curve.

consideration the whole contextual information of any given word
and are ﬁne-tuned for speciﬁc tasks through pretraining on large
unlabeled data sets by transfer learning. These features bring
complexity, robustness, and scalability to the models, demonstrated by the higher predictive performance seen with the BERT
models in this study. These ﬁndings show that the ability of the
BERT models to consider contextual information underpins the
relevance of the BERT models to real-world application, such as
clinical trial data sets.
The similar predictive performance of the BERT model across
interviews from different patient populations and studies

highlights the potential generalizability of the model. Although
validation of the model is required in other types of cancers and
interviews from various studies, these results suggest that the
BERT model may be scalable across a range of patient populations.
This is of particular importance given that there are .100
different types of cancer.66
The current study suggests that NLP can be applied to the
processing of important qualitative data. NLP may provide several
advantages over manual processing. First, the BERT model was
able to classify text as “symptom,” “QoL impact,” or “other” at a
high accuracy, with predictive probabilities ranging between 75%

Figure 3. Performance of the BERT model using the HCC training data set and BTC test data set, with (A) imbalanced and (B) balanced
data sets.
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Figure 4. Performance of the BERT model using the HCC training data set and GC test data set, with (A) imbalanced and (B) balanced
data sets.
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and 95%. The automatic processing of interviews to identify
symptoms and their impacts could scale up this process, highlighting the potential application of NLP in a clinical care and trial
setting. Furthermore, using NLP to process patient interview data
eliminates the potential for subjectivity introduced by experience
and personal biases of researchers67 and the potential impact of
interobserver variability, in the context of manual processing
performed using a predeﬁned coding system.
There are several limitations to using NLP, which highlight
future work that should be conducted to further evaluate NLP as a
potential tool for processing patient experience data. Given the
objective rules governing NLP, subtleties in the meaning and
intention of the interviewee that may be apparent to a human will
not be captured in the NLP of interview transcripts, which may
introduce inaccuracies. This brings to the forefront a simultaneous
advantage and disadvantage of NLP, namely the generation of
simpler and more speciﬁc data from rich and complex data,
respectively. Although examining the latter may provide more
meaningful insights, obtaining key information through NLP is
essential to more widespread collection of patient experience data
on a larger scale. Hence, simple versus complex data can arguably
be complementary to one another. As with other research
methods, relatively small data sets may further hinder the
generalizability of ﬁndings given that sampling may not be well
representative. In the current study, data sets from distinct populations of patients with cancer at different stages and across a
wide age range were included; nevertheless, validation in larger
patient interview data sets is required to address the aforementioned issues. Although NLP would improve time and costeffectiveness, interviews themselves are a time-consuming and
laborious process. Therefore, future research may seek to
concentrate on not only automating the interview process but also
evaluating patient experience from a variety of unstructured text

formats, including online health communities and social media
and surveys allowing free-text responses.68 In addition, it is
important to acknowledge the extent of automation of NLP; human input is still required, for example, in analyzing and interpreting the classiﬁed elements in their context, by considering
other elements that may be of importance in the interview transcripts. In this study, the output of NLP provides interview transcripts highlighted with text classiﬁed as “symptom,” “QoL
impact,” or “other.” The subsequent step would involve a human
analyzing the ﬁndings and producing ﬁgures or tables that capture
frequency counts of symptom and impacts of QoL alongside
relevant quotes, given that these are the elements of interest.
Moreover, investigations into NLP for classifying elements other
than “symptom” and “QoL impact” are needed to further explore
the value of NLP as a tool for processing patient experience data.
Future NLP modeling may beneﬁt, for example, from classifying
speciﬁc disease or treatment-related symptoms, disease severity,
and disease duration. Further work will identify the minimal
amount of information needed to train the model and run the
processing of patient experience data and to evaluate whether
supervised techniques, with reinforced learning, may provide
additional insights into the current unsupervised approach.
The patient’s voice and PROs are critical elements of patientfocused drug development in oncology, and their importance in
medical product development and regulatory decision making is
recognized by health authorities.1,2 This proof-of-concept study
demonstrates the application of NLP to understand the impact of
disease and treatment on patient-reported symptoms and QoL.
The automated processing of interview transcripts with NLP can
be applied to future cancer clinical trials to build on our approach
and explore its integration, for example, by comparing data processed from interviews at baseline with later timepoints.
Furthermore, NLP for automated processing of patient interviews
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could be applied outside of the ﬁeld of oncology to other disease
areas, particularly where patient-reported symptoms and QoL are
critical components of patient care. Overall, by scaling up and
automating the processing of patient experience data, NLP could
aid in identifying information that is important and relevant to
patients, thereby improving the design of future clinical trials and
quality of care.
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through natural language processing, models, and methods described in
this article are nonproprietary.
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Conclusions
Understanding patient-reported symptoms and impacts on
QoL is an important element of medical product development.
Qualitative patient interview methods are often used to collect
patients’ experience of a disease or treatment, generating rich,
unstructured data, and its processing can be laborious. The BERT
NLP model used in our research demonstrated a proof-of-concept
approach that might be more accurate in characterizing patientreported symptoms and QoL using interview transcripts from
patients with HCC, BTC, or GC. Automatic processing of interview
transcripts to extract relevant patient experience data may scale
up processing, ultimately facilitating patient input into drug
development and improving patient care within oncology and
other therapy areas.
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